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'PREFACE -4
This paper, one of a series of monographs being issued thy/ the Office of Carcor

Education, is written primarily for professionals who w rk in career education
or whose work relates specifically to aspects of areer education. Such
professionals would include elementary, secondary, d post-secondary school
administrators, counselors, and teachers, State an 1091 education agency
personnel, counselor educators, vocational educato s, employment counselors,
directors of manpower programs in deral an community agencies, and
administrative personnel in other commttriity a encies and organizations that
serve the public in related areas.

The purpose of this'Itonegraph is 1) to nter knowledge of the human
services movement into the career education literaiure, 2) to describe the major
characteristics of the human services movement, and 3) to present the
potentiality of human services as a vehicle for entering career education into the
total network of community systems. /

Part I introduces thuman services as a frame of reference for the planning and
implementation of career education., Part II provides a bnef evolutionary
background

i
to set the stage for the presentation of general human service's

characteristics.' n Part III. The impli tions of the human services movement for
career educition are set forth in rt IV, and Part suggests some general
recommendations which could e as the basis for future action by career
education professionals.

This monograph is intended to be a general introductory concept paper and
for that reason references throughout the teNt- are minimal. The bibliography at
the end of the monograph (Mermis, 1974) serves as an introduction to t e
huinan services literature land/is interwoven with selected career educ ion
references to establish the nathre of tie linkage between human 'sery es and
career education. : 4

The author acknowledges the influence of Dr. William L. Merrnis, Southern .

Illinois University, Edwardsville on the content of this monograph.
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*.
, I. INTROQUCTION

l
Career education as a national influence in our country has evolved out of the

systems of educationpublic and private, elementary; secondary, and post-
seL.ondary . While it has been Ultimately concerned about work and employment,
the base for the development, implerfientahon, and economic support of career
education programs and activities has been within Federal, State, and local
education systems, agencies, and organizations. The identity of career education
has grown basically from within education as a cultural institution.

In this sense career education is no different than other fields and pro-
fessional movements in all aspects of society fields that have evolved out of
societal needs as they became a force for ,concerted national attention. It is only

4 within recent years that professionals in many, fields, recognizing the relation-
slups,among all the problems of people, have contributed to the development of'--- ,.
new "ecological" perspectives within their professional fields.

No longer can any one societal problem be dealt with effectively
..
as an

isolated and fragmented piece of the total cultural system. The nation's
economic problems cannot be resolved except within the perspective of the

t,..
world economy, problems of crime cannot The attacked in isolation from
employment, housing problems cannot be separated from transportation;
education and mental health cannot be regarded as separate endeavors, industrial
production and health are interrelated concerns. Examples are numerous and the
relationships are multiple, not just one to one'.

It is the thesis of this monograph that career education has a special
opportunity to demonstrate to the broader field of education that education can
and must consider its goals and purposes in collaboration with other social
institutions and systems. And it must implement its programs and activities in
suth a way thathey are operationally consistent with these purposes. ,

Yet even without this broader intention career education as a field can
benefit itself, influence the services and programs of other sistems in addition to

i\.educational systems only, and ultimately benefit thos whom career education
serves. The basic assumption underlying this mono aph is that the human
services field offers an opportunity for the implementers of career education to
increasgttthe scope of their influence and to strengthen the nature of their
in fluerfce.

'i}:j.

,
.

In some quarters career education has recogniz,e$1 early its potential place in
the human services movement. Hoyt (1974) specif4 such an awareness.

,,e4
. .. career education is very much a partAt the human servi#s
movement that allows for a coordinated effd extending over all age
itvels, geographic settings, and societal institiVons.

The ext step, it would seem, is for career educays,to move more erationally
in this directionto bnng "career education activils into the tot community",

"4'4'4network of htirnan services. "Si:

The potentiality for change is, of course, not4e-way. While human services
has much to offer career education as a field, caleetucation so has Much to
offer human services. It is hoped that this page' Nvill provid an incentive for



those who work in career education to work collaboratively with all community
systems, to develop new and creative ideas for broader' career education
programs, and to contribute, Ihrouglicareer education, to the integration of all
human services.

It should be emphasized from the beginning that this monograp& will not
present specific operations which should be undertaken nor specific procedures
to be followed toward these ends. It will attempt to describe the potentiality of
a human services perspective m such .a way that readers may be inspired to
employ their own individual skills, knowledge, and expertise in a combined
effort to initiate and experiment in original planning and development.

In short, readers are asked to draw freely upon their own individual
perceptions to recognize particular concepts and activities which they might
translate into practice. If human services is to benefit career education to the
fullest, such benefits will occur not through,the pronouncements of one or a few
people, but through the imaginative, coordinated efforts of many.

II. THE DEVELOPMENTAL BACKGROUND OF
HUMAN SERVICES

-0 .
In order to undersfanl the human services movement fully enough ave afeel for some of the whys of its activities and directions, a brief ov rview is

needed.
The development of the human services movement is 109 ed in the

socio- economic and political history of the United States since the post-depres-
sion years. While it is not within the scope of this paper to review the social.and .
political sciences literature, the human services,movement can' be understood
more completely when viewed as a part of the total evolutio7 of national soma/
change.

In one ,sense the nature of human services has been influenced by economic
conditions. In another sense it has been influenced by a kind of psychological'or
value change in the attitudes of peoplewhat has, ben called a generalized
national "consciousness" (Reich, 1970) or counte,r;Culture trends (Roszak,
1969): Human services, along with other aspects of our culture, have. been
caught in the "future shock" of rapid change (Toffle , 1070).

Environmental crises and political factors have al contributed to the general
setting for the human services movement. Those ho are interested in a more
detaileZ analysis of human - services developm should consult the Mermis
bibliography at the end of this paper f efere r s. -

The history of Federal social progr.i under the 'administrations of
RooseveltTruman, Kennedy, and Johnson p ovide a general perspective. From
the New Deal to the Great Society the rend has been toward increasing
Governmerttal responsibility for assisting in ividuals to improve the quality of .

their lives in such areas 'as employment, he 1th care, social security, education,
welfare, and mental health. /

Over 4 period of 40 years the aceumulatiOn of social programs has
institutionalized Governmental service /bureaucracies into fragmented and
competitive systems teq,uiring increasing national support. Until recently the

2



solution to so9a1 ills has been to continue adding programs upon programs as
special societal needs evolved:

It is now gener.tilly recognized that new approaches to the alleviation of social
problems are required. A new concern about the quality of human services at the
point of direct delivery lo the individual citizen has uncovered some of the
factors that make a new approach hecessary. Most of these factors-are familiar to
those who read about the grievances' of service consumers int the daily
newspape,rs.. f.t-

While human services has been associated in the minds of some with the
recent Republican administrations, it is ,?mpUrtant to understand that human
services trends, being a part of national change over forty, years, transcend
.political party associations.

A

III. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HUMAN
SERVICES MOVEMENT

s . :
The characteristics of the human services movement grow out of and are

directly related to the general direction of social change in the eoyntry today In
describing th6e charactenstics, detect cause-effect relationships einnot be drawn
easily, for the interrelationships of influence are 4,omplex In some cases, it is nOt
clear whether certain relations ips are casual in um-directional ways, whether
they are a function of the general national condition, whether they are
coincidental, or whether they arise from factors still unknown by U. For this
reason, I make little attempt to draw specific functional relationships when

V describing the characteristics.
Readers will see that the listing of factors as 'separate charactensticOs

arbitrary at best and tends to obscure the real complexity of interwoven and
interdependent influences. In one sense the characteristics uitler some catcgumes
actually describe a single phenOmenqp of Anterrelationthip,,s, In some instances

I

the represent phenomena, having specia irnensiuns and,quatties -of uniqueness.
The use of this classification serNesanere to identify some of the ingredients so

II(

they maybe recognizable in the tangle of influences),
The particular categones that I have devised arffered as unit' one of many

possible ,models...Component characteristics are ordered under three "general
categones. A) Charactenstic Conceptual Premises, B) Organizational Trend
Within and Across Systems, and C) Changes in the Nature of Services. .

.
A. Characteristiitonceptual Premises

f1. Bas1641alues About People

1.1. Increasing concern for the individual
..Whether -a function, of a growing national altruism or whether in
gspunse to consumer demands, the power of the consumer or recipient

,.-,
'of-services has inflery,ed a more direct response 'to individual need%

' 10,
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In addition to service consumers, citizen boards, local eoverrunents,
and indigenous professionals and paraprofessionals within the con-
sumers' community have `also increased attention to individual needs
(although they are sometimes in ctriflict nth needs identified by
recipients themselve%).

0
Such national movements as civil rights, black .p.o er, neleft

campus groups, women's and gay liberation as 'ell 'as ors ;zed groups
such as Nadet.'s Public Citizen anti tatalion Cause have homa part of
this trend. -4 f

1.2. 'Citizen particiiiation and control of services .
The govemmentt paternalism inherent in older social programs is

being replacd With recognition of the need for citizen participation in
the planning, implementation, and control of programs and services
affecting them. The citizens who live in a community are considered to
be most qualified to know the special needs of their communities, to
determine how the unique prohleins of their communities might best be
resolved, and to deliver the services themselves to a greater degree than
they previously haver

Three related elements are reflected in this characteristic of citizen
control. One may be idenfified as a growing respect for the ability of the
individual to make responsible decisions. One is a matter of citizen
rightsthe democratic principle of individuals' rights ta,make decisions
about their own lives and their own communities. The third has to do
not with a government's attitude toward its citizens, but with
individuals' attitudes about themselves; that is, a growing respect of
one's-own thoughts and abilities.

1.3. The value of personal independence
Self-reliance, self-help, autonomy, of pelsonal independence is a

familiar goal to all, having existed long before our country's birth. The
special focus within the human services movement upon this character-
istic centers around moving this value from the level of rhetoric into
actual practice, m more specific, identifiable ways. Some of these
specifics are discussed later in relation to the nature of services.

,1.4 The individual as a whole person
There are the elements oftboth l'ogic and human dignity in viewing

the person as a whole being. Individual needs are no longef-regarded as
unrelated factors to be served in fragmented ways. The interrelationships
of problems demand that we' no longer respond to the individual
through unrelated, isolated services.

1.5. Shared respOnsibili ty
The concept of s red responsibility has three dimensions. One refers

to the sharing of fiscal and organizational responsibility by Federal,
State, and local governments and other community agencies and units.

H



An example of this dimension is the concept of revenue sharing,
where the Federal Government returns greater proportions of revenue to
the States for allocation at that level. The States, in turn, are expected
to place greater control of programs at the community level. Local
governments are encouraged to pass on shared responsibility to
individual citizens by creating citizen boards and other methods of
establishing feedback at the level of individuals.

We are all familiar with some of the problems entountered at the
operational level as the community attempts to implement:these things.
The chargacterisas described here are not intend to imply conceptual
peitection, smooth exception, or utopian outcomes.

The second dimension of shared responsibilit)f_rgfers to intra-State
and inter- systems sharing of planning, implementation, and administra-
tive ,control of programs across systems. An example of-this dimension is ,

the trend in more than 20 States toward reorganization of their rv
governmental service systems. State organizational units that' formerly
dontamed separate units for children and family services, mental health,
and corrections, for example, are being combined into single human
services or human resources departments where the integration of
programs occurs.

Within the community this dimension may be illustrated by the
requirement for various programs and systems to work collaboratively in

order for them to become eligible for external Federal and State
funding.

The third dimension of shared responsibility refers to mtra-systems
sharing of the same kinds of activities that occur across various level's of
personnel and organizational units within systems.

An example of the third dimension is the, growing use of teains
composed of personnel who work at different levels and perform
different functions. In a State hospital, for example, a nurse psycholo-
gist, ward attendant, physician, and mental health technician may work ,

together as a team in sharing the responsibility for decisions in a given
unit.

In some cases, the shared responsibility concept is passed on at the
level of the individual so that patients are allowed to share some of the
responsibility for decisions. To illustrate the concept in other sy,stems,
students may be allowed to share in educational decisions that affect
them, inmates may share dicision-making in prisorA or parents of
handicapped children may constitute an advisory boarf for agencies that
serve their children.

2. Individual Citizens Comprise a Plural Public
There is increasing recognition that the individual citizen cannot be

represented by a single, cohesive point of view. The diversity pf interests is
clear from the well-known differences in living conditions in communities,
geographical settings, the nature of economic livelihood, religious convic-
tions, personal values regarding life style, and many other factors, Thus, our

9



attention to the rights, responsibilities, and power of the individual falls
within a 'complex combination of factors and condjUons.

Fpr example, consider a community citizen board for transportation, a
Unit of city government, the same unit of county government;',1 consumer
action group of thescommunity, indigenous paraprofessional workers in the
transportation systeM, bus drivers, and service consumers,

Each group may consider itself representative of the uJerests of the
individual citizen, and yet in many instanLes each group proposes different
goals and intentions, some being irmliarp conflict with one another. And
within each group there are often warring factions, so that it is mare the
exception than the rule when it can be said that any one group pSesents a,
single, cohesive consensus'of individual opinions within it

Still these Londitions do nut negate the growing generalLoncern about the
interests of the individual.-Within the realities and JO fiLulties of demoL ra
proLesses, there is a significant change in the degree and nature of the indi-
vidual's participation in the decisions that affect his lite.-

3. Decreasing Reliance Upon Authoritative Expertise
Over the past 10 years there has been what might be called a

paraprofessional movement (Riessrnan, Cohen, & Pearl, 1964) or new
profssionalism (Dumont, 1970) in which the indigenous paraprofessional or
nonprofessional has gamed the respect of vanous professions in the
performance of certain functions previously carried out by professionals.

University-trained academics are no longer the only source of expertise
and skill in the delivery of human services. Communities and systems are
increasingly seeking the assistance of those who are capable and competent to

`d perform specialized functions but who do not hold college degrees or other
prOessional credentials. The authority of the professional is no longer
accepted with blind respect and we are looking more and more toward
paraprofessional personnel, peer group help, and self-help methodologies.

In addition to the special expertise that paraprofessional workers can bring
to the delivery of services within a community or neighborhood, there are
added advantages of 1) decreasing the cost of programs, 2) providing eiore
services than could be delivered by the restricted pool of professionalskno
given community, and 3) increasing employment and status fob

noncredentialed. I
Within commurlity systems, job descriptions are changing and new roles

and competencies are being developed. The career ladder concept providing
for advancement has contributed to the creation of a new pool of workers or
"new careerists" seeking additional education and training. In response to
this interest there is a national trend of assq,clate degree programs at the

.-- community college level and university baccaltureate programs especially
geared for humaii,serviees trainees.

= Because of the popularity _of such training, programs, many of which use
; the title, human_services, it is important for readers to understand the
distinction between this one- aspect of ligman services and the more
comprehensive }Inman services movement. It is unfortunate in a way that the
term human services has come to be applied eboth to the paraprofessional

10



movement and to the broader human services movement. It has already been
pointed out that the human services movement, itself, is part of a broader
societal change. The breaking away from the authority and expertise of the
professional is not an exclusive characteristic of human services. much less
the new professional movement within it, since this characteristic reflecting a
national societal change, may be seen in other areas of service and
community change.

The need to recognize such differentes in the use of human services as a
term in no way implies a negative value to the paraprofessional movement for
it has been an important factor in opening new opportunities for proverty
groups and in influencing the evolution of the human services movement in
many ways.

The best guarant,ee for career education administrators and specialists to
avoid mistaking one for the other is ,to inquire;urto the nature of human
services as it may be proposed or unplemented by persons or groups.
Programs and proposals that do",not include most of the characteristics

human services, or they may represent other movements and tre ds, but it is
identified in this paper may be assumed to deal with one or more of

probably more apprupnate that the term human services be applied to human
services in its more comprehensive meaning

4. Accountability to die Public
The power of the public is evident in the degfee to which the Federal,

State, and local governments, education, law, public aid, health, and all social
prpgrams and systems must be accountable to the publk for their actions. A
critical inquisitiveness of &Amens is becoming a more common characteristic.
People ask embarrassing questions. And they are asking them publicly in such
a way to call attention to what-they consider failures, inequities, and illegal
or unethical practices. It is not longer, easy to hide the negative consequences
of our programs and services.

Special methodologies or models of accountability and planning, such as
PPB systems (plannin'g, programming, budgeting), Management by Objectives,
Cost-Benefit Analyses, and Program Evaluation (implying a particularized
definition) are becoming routine operations in the programs of most
institutions and systems. Such models are intended to ensure that ,programs
are planned_ responsibly, monitored m their operations, and evaluated in
terms of their intended outcomes.' It is no longer considered apprdpriate to
spend money for eNpenmental ur new programs Without knowing in advance
that the effectiveness of the program,will be tested through professionally
sound methodologies.

5. Decentralization of Control and Responsibility
Organizational and adimiustrative changes are observable at the Federal

and State levelhQf government. Such changes involve a decrease of control and
responsibility at lugher administrative levels and an increase at the levels that
are closer to the people. Such organizatithal reordering of systems involves
fiscal redistribution ur realkYcation of funds fort4 purpose of reducing costs
arid duplication of services throilgh the more efficient use of resources.

rr
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This concept may be illustrated by the movement away from categorical
grants at the Federal level (money ear-marked. for *specific and limited
program categories) to what are called bloc grants (money for broader and
more comprehensive services).

6. Expanding Parameters of Concern
.1. Cultural aspects

The interrelatednes of social change described earlier has created a
growing awareness in all community systems of their relatedness to all
otheF cornmunitfr systems. Those systems that 'broaden their vision seem
to a more effective in-accomplishing their purposes than those who
li it their concerns to the confines of their particular system.

The broadest human services perspective would include the total
c munityeducation, health, mental health, manpower and employ-
m 4nt, government, law, business and industry, religion, law enforcement

; t an corrections, conimunications, transportation, the arts, recreation,
an oliticaland social systems of all kinds.

6.2. Target are
Using the fot ornmunity as a frame of reference, a human services

perspective would be concerned with all people.. Employed and
uhemployed, sick a d healthy, poor and wealthy as well aS all in
between, from disalvantaged to fortunate, minorities and majorities,
male and female, an se° de of all ages.

8

6.3: Micro- and macrocosms
Communities and systems in their broadest sense include relation-

ships that-move vertically in both directions from the individual to his
neighbothood or community to regions, ktates, and to Federal and
international levels. Those who look for and see relationships beyond
the imthediate focus of their attention have the advantage of being able
to use such understandings to increase the chances of success in their
programs.

6.4. Professions and academic disciplines
Human Services. is the proper concern of many professionals,

including nurses, social wokers, counselors, public administrators,
.,',doctors, architects, ,leachers, lawyers, politicians, ministers, psycho-

logists, military s, law enforcement officers, urban planners, and
Government offic s.

But the expandis Para ers of human services re es that the
wok k of all such professionals be included in the total p spective of
each. Of course this does not mean that anyone can or slikild become
qualified to perform all other professional functlims, but it _does mean
that human service providers should become familiar with the work of
other professional, and should work with them (as well as nonprofes-
sionals) in new wayg.

12.
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The same point hold true for an expandiciponcern across academic
disciplines, including education, psychology ,siociology, anthropology,
philosophy, the physical sciences, and the humanities;

7.-intergration of Services
The simultaneous development, across systems, of such factors as

dwindling economk: resources, proliferation of social programs, overlapping

services Jack uf. sty.:74-ess in achieving the goals of social programs, and the
service consumer's frustration and difficulty in meeting his multiple needs
have all contributed - the. very noticeable characteristic tot' integrated

- -- services.
In identifying the elements of integraed,iervices I have fourid_if-tisefttl to

consider them as a collection-bf 's.. Collaboration, cooperation, coordina-
nun, correlation, consolidation, combination, consortium, coalition, com-
munication, continuity, and comprehensiveness. When 'examined in detail
each of these concepts identifies specific characteristics that are recognizable

in the human services movement toward integrated services.

8. The Use of Systems Approaches
The conceptual bases of human services generally include the use- of

systems approaches, that,is, taking into account the interdependencies,
interactions, and ukterconnections within and among the systems within
Nylliteh we wtfik. Whether such approaches are labeled general systems,
ecological, or organic,they,have the common element of dfaling with
multiple relationships rather titan assuming simple one-to-one relationships.

9. The Search for Alternative Models- -

Reliance upon tradition;.1 models far' "delivering"' human services is

becoming rare. Some examples of commonly accepted alternative conceilus.,

follow.

9.1. Community alternatives
The concept of community alternatives has developed almost

simultaneously a number of human service fields. For example,tn the
field of corrections, alternatives to incarceration, in community mental
health, community based alternatives to institutionalization; in com-

. muty education,alternative schools.

9.2. Alternatives to direct services
Because of a number of factors discussed later a numbir of human

service systems* no longer emphasize the direct. one-to-one delivery of
service. Such.phanges,are evident m the growing use of Riexention
consultation models, in new, approaches to the use of hutlivigsdlirces,--c
peer and self-help programs, including i-risis-intervention,strategies an
the development of support systems. There is also increasing focus upon
guaranteed income as an alternative to direct services:

/

k,

.11
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9.3. "Repackaging" of delivery systems
Considerable effort has been devoted to the creation of complete

new methods of providing services.' Examples of innovative delivery
systems are multiservice centers, information and referral networks, and ,

problem centers.

9.4. Trends toward deinstitutionalizing
The concept of deinstitutionalizing refers in one sense to the

movement out of the formal structures of institutions, for example the
idea .of schools without walls (rejection of the ,assumption that
education/ must take place within classrooms and buildings with
institutional names) or the idea of alternative schoolS;(new kinds of
education that occur Outside the formal educational systems).

B. OrganizatiolarTrends Within and ACitiss Systems

1. Increasing Attention to Planning .

The importance of planning has increased and the nature of planning
emphasizes inter- and intrasystem coordination, the sharing
authority, comprehensive planning, developmental stages, and the greater
participation of service consumers and Other, community citizens.

0

`,;.--Priority. Decision-making
.":"Or.ganizaional decisions tend to be made in,terms of more careful choices

a
ba-se-a- aFe'rkagieed-upon priorities. The decision-making press takei info k

so

acLoujit alr-rtlatecl elements rather than segmented pieces, one,a
When all factors are considered as related parts of a total situtition, priorities
can be established in mote inealangfuLand responsible ways.

3. Proactive and Reactive Organization'al Procilres-
Organizational processei' tend to be farsighted., to include options or

contingency plans, to. be prepared in advance.fdr,,exaected and unknown
crises, but not to be controlled by events. Proative processes reduce /the
likelihood that systems expend too mall of their _energy reacting,
environmental changes and too little on accomplishing their objectives.

The necessary reactive processes that are a part of all system's cartAcur
within a thoughtful LonLeptual plan .that provides for appropdate responsive.
behaviors. /

4. More Democratic Administra&ive Leaderthirr
04 In accord with the conceptual characteristic of 46'a red responsibility,
administrators who follow the more Contemporary administrative models are
mute responsive to consumer Reeds, more willing to delegate respon,bility to -

others, more prod,. tive to id,entifying4man reso,urLes ter sp,eiql.comk.ten.Ciet
within their "own systems or unit, more facilitative Abe. ofirktito,k
development of those, cpmpetencies, in the ,ex`cliing.isC
information, and more geneially demoLararic itqlipir.iprocedureA. .Y.

, . I nr. -4; r,
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Under such leadership organizational actions tendto be less impulsive, less

autocratic, and less often administratively unilateral.
; /

5., Lest COripetitiveiOrganizational processes '
Ttirmanship, or the skill of competitive 'Practices, is becoming an

qutnloded ability in the operation of systems that are characterized by human

terviees trends-. The practice of turfmanship, in fact, is more likely to ensure

failure of programs dedicated to democratic, collaborative means and the

outcomes of integrated services.
As Federal and State funding practices change, noncompetitive systems'

areikewarded, through assistance and as systems voluntarily experinieht in
collaborative programs,,they,ate beginning to discover some unexpected gains

, in the consohdation of egoits and sharing of common goals and resources
.

6,4 Reallocatibn of Resource's
Both within -and between systems, reallocation of resources is becoming a

common phenomenon. This characteristic is closely tied to that of priority
...4e,cislonlhaying,,for the distribution of Area), limited resources must be

baSed iiport,p,r9gram and service priorities.' -

Ile,litliornatic continuing financial. support; for the established and

eptreqeftesijirograms.in all systems is a.thing of the past, a.s,j1 the automatic
,Fetleial support of new ,programs with new monies. It is necessity as well as/

,ljnyention -that requireF,us to utilize our eeotioniic and. lunhan resource's iii

lieWanctere,ative ways;
,

7. N' errs, Guars, and Means ,

fn the delivery .of services, the conceptual 7cliaracleristic of both
- ,-.accountability and integration are reflected in theassessnient of needs and

N resources, in the definition of goals. and basic concepts. in the ,choice gf
methods of accomplishing the goals, and in:prop-am evaluation that takes all

thesethings into account in relationship to each other.

8. Program flexibility
Programs work within the realities of changing environments and build-in

the flexibility that permits services to adapt to changing needs i'common
sense ways. Rigid requirements are being replaced with the possibility of

,,, ...improving the proni on of services within the set guidelihes .Y?
,

.. . ,
- \\. .,

", k 9. Sharing.of1nfoimation ,

s.N, ,,, -New information ,systenis contribute to the sharing of infOrmaticui across

ft within syems, addition to operational changes of informatianuAge
.there is also an 41.ttud I change which, while it can be character es
more generous, also\-pemuts the-deliverer of information to' ile.rive ual

befits. ie establishme tof communications across units and sYsti. s is

0ifttately fulstoall w'h participate in the process.
. N...\,,.;,;. . \. .*:. . ..

'-' ,,,,` .-
l'-.N '
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C. ,Changes in the Nature of Services '

1: Accessibility of Service!
Community programs are seeking to make their services more-accessible to

consumers in many ways. In addition to the organizational changes already
described, some of these 'changes occur at the most primary level of reducing
the number of "gatekeepers", improving the human relations and communi-
cations skills of intake personnel, and streamlining information and. referral
services.

2. Location of Services .
New approaches to locating services help to make tfieil not only more

accessible, but more meaningful. For example, maltisenIce centers that
include many related services permit human service, personnel to coordinate
their activities, to communicate morrreadily, to share`regources and ideas,
and to consider priorities together.

4, C. ,_ -
3. Econoniic and Psychological I pendence - , _2

An examination of new hum seryiCes'programs reveals a tendency for
desired outcomes to move the individual out of continuing need for external
support and into a personal inctepeRdence. The same principle that is moving
Federal control to States-and Statf.control to communities refers as well to
the moving o control into neighbarhoods where people can participate more
in taking dart of their own needs.

Periods of residency in institutionalized services are shorter and there are
new incentives for individuals to discontinue habitual and automatic use of
services -when there are alternative ways tp meet their own needs through
independent and collaborative actions.

4. Utilizating Human Resources
Considerable attention has been devoted fo ways in which the personnel

/ whoo provide services can utiliie their human skills and job competencies in
imaginative -ways as opposed to the more rigid performance of automatic -
routine. Human service personnel are encouraged to participate in restructur-
ing job descriptions that more adequately meet the needs of service con-

. sumers. . ,
The use of consumers and other citizens as human resources is growing.

An example of such Change is the use of volunteers in developing support
systems that view help as a more reciprocal and mutually beneficial process.

5. Linking People and Systems
The process of linking brings people of different systems together to

consider needs, resources, and the most effective ways to provide services.
Unilateral actions are less prevalent and coordinated services are facilitated
through linking processes Fortnalized, developmental linking within linking
mechanism, as opposed to "expediency" linking, has the advantages of
continuity, equalization of benefits to all, andythe placement of linking
within the interrelationships of total systerns. ,

12
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IV. THE IMPLICATIONS OF HUMAN SERVICES
FOR CAREER EDUCATION

As it was pointed out earlier, the setting for the development of the human

services movement has been a national societal change over a period of many

years. Those general environmental influences can be seen in the deve)opmeht of

new directions in many areas of human services; such as health, community

\ mental health, community education, law enforcement and corrections, environ-

mental programs, public administration, urban or community development, and

her 4ocial programs and systems.
Ile the career education literature as a wholes does not reflect the

character s described in the previous pages, there is evidence of considerable

consensus amo g practitioners and academicians regarding a particular concep-

tual framework that is the basis for the present development of career education

in the U.S. Office of Edutation (Hoyt. 1974).

._ that particular conceptual base 4..§tsed as the frame of reference for this

discussion because of its compatibility with the human services characteristics
described in Part III. By citing some of the major premises of that framework, I

hope to demonstrate the giotentiafily for developing this compatibility into a

more formalized linking with thes-timan services movement and for tying the.

perspective of tlus movement to career education operations and practices.

Career EducasionAssumptions and Merlin Services

The ten career education concept' assumptions
document are quotIM below. Each quotation is followed by an example of its
relationship to the characteristics of the human services movement:The numbers

in parentheses refer to corresponding human services characteristics described in

the preceding section.
I. "Since both one's career a ,cojaii's edutauon extend froth the pre-school

through the retirement career education must also span almost the

entire life cycle."
. This concept is in complete accord with the human services trend of

moving away froth a segmented concept of the individual and into a concern
for the--individual as a whole (AI.4). In addition it offers an important

. emphasis which in my opmion has not received adequate attention in the

human services literature. That is, while human services has pushed toward

broader. more comprehensive conceptualiiiiion, it has tended to focus the
,omprehensweness upon a spread within and' across organizations and

systems. but not across time. It could do moit' to coordinate services for the

individual vertically over years. if, -huriarf services leams from career

educylon. it might incorporate de. sari p COnCgpt, paraphrased thus' "Since

the individual's needs for' human services extend from birth' through
retirement ,y ears, human services coorditation, must also span the entire life

cy
"Tile cone pt of productivity is central to the definition of work and so the

entire concept of career education

presenttd in the 'Hoyt

111w ...neer edikation retcrmo in the bibliography %ere selected for their congruence
iiith hunun svrvike. ,orkLpt. and onsequently do not represent the literature as a whole,

11



Productivity of the individual is not a central theme of human services butit is a compatible concept in the sense that individual independence is the
goal (A-1.3) and the individual's productivity, defined loosely, is likely tocontribute, to his economic independence as well as his psychological
security However. this assumption is the least' related to human services,
perspectives.

3. "Since 'work' includes unpaid activities as weli as paid employment, career
education's concerns. in addition to its prune emphasis on paid employment,
extend to the work of the student as learner. to the growing numbers of
volunteer .workers in our society to the work of the fulltime homemaker,
and to work activities in which one engages as part of leisure and/or
recreational time."

The extension of concern to activities beyond paid employment is in
harmony with human services characteristics. The human services concept of
comprehensiveness and relatedness would suggest that career education's past
tendency to conceptualize employed work in the context of business and

.industry only should be broadened to include many other work settings.
especially human services (A-6.1).

. 4. "The cosmopolitan nature of today's society demands that career education
embrace a multiplicity of work values rather than a single work ethic, as a
means of helping each indiyidual answer the question. 'Why should I work' "

Human services concepts include multiple %allies in the recognition of
diversity in the values of service consumers (A-1.2. A-2). human services
personnel (A-6.4). and all citizens (4-4). and in the diversity of values in the
administration (B-4) and delivery of services (B-5).

5. "Both one's career and one's education are best viewed in a developmental,
rather than in a fragmented. sense."

The Office of Education concept suggests that normal maturational
development is more likely to succeed than rerhedial assistance. Human
services emphasis upon preventive approaches (A-9.2) and upon economic
and psychological independence (C-2) support this assumption.

Highly related to the reduction of fragmentation are the human- services
concepts of viewing the individual as a whole (A-1.4), the use of systems
approaches (A-8), integration of services (A-7), linking, (c5), and flexible
programs f 3-8).

6. "Career education is for all per nsthe young and old, the mentally
handicapped and the mtellectually ifted, the poor and the wealthy, males
and females: students in elementary schools and in the graduate colleges."

The assumption of serving the total citizenry is implied in the integration
of the varied human services (A-6.1) and in the concern for the:individual
(A-1.1) However. career education has Jhe operogunity to provide an
incentive to the human services movement to plice seater emphasis upon
integration as applying as much to the people 'who' are served as to the
services provided. That particular "twist" to the same concept could result in
same different approaches fo new delivery models for human services.

7 "The societal objectives of career education are to help all individuals a)
Want to work: b) acquire the skills necessary for work in these times. and c)
engage in work that is satisfying to the individual and beneficial to society."

18 C
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Human services seems not to; have inCorpOrated the career education

concept of work to any great degiree into its service ethos It is possible that
this may be a fruitful issue for dialogue and debate in human services.
Should human services build the relationships of work into the concept of
integration (A-6.1) the human services movement may have the opportunity

to contribute more to the alleviation of general national manpower

problems of society.
8. "The individualistic goals of career education are to make work a) Possible.

b) meaningful. and c) satisfy ing for each individual throughout his or her

lifetime.
This aspect of the work LonLept. if incorporated to a greater degree into

human services-lie.rspectnes. could expand their concern about the quality
of services to,aAreater ft. -us upon the quality of life, or to illuminate the
natural relationships bet een the two. brimurig them closer together in
human services practicq. Both assumptions 7 and 8 are closely related to
the human services goal of economic andpsychological independence of

individuals (A1.3)
9. "Protection.of the indi idual's freedom to,chose and assistance in making

and implementing car er decisions are, of central concern to career

education."
t

`The human services haractenst)cs imply this value base of freedom of
choice in areas other th n cereerrdeusion,but this assumption has not been

specified as a special foctis in the literature. The more explicit incorporation

of the freedom of vague into human services programs and practices
would add a hbertdran 41Vilice to the characteristics of increasing efficiency
in the use-Of resources and of reducing economic waste.

10 "The expertise for implementing career education is to be found in many
Om of society and is not limited to those employed in formal education,

This assumption of career education is the same, as the present human
services directions (A-3). and suggests a mutual ground where collaborative
efforts of career education and other human services would be especially

worthwhile. Together these two efforts could provide some observable out-

comes such as more efficient utilization of human resources, infusion of
career education inw other human services. or in collaborative training and

in- service models and programs

V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE CAREER
EDkATION PLANNING

[,sing as a frame of reference the human services characteristics and their

relationship to the caw education assumptions quoted in Paft IV. I have drawn

together what seem tokbe the most obvious. most important. and most workable
recommendations which. if put into operation, could enter career education into

the broader human services movement. Hopefully a more integrated and
coordinated effort between career education and human service professionals

would bring into focus the mutual benefits for both.
iYa
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1 Career education' activities should operate from aJrame of reference that
constitutes an integrated whole whose parts are clearly and consistently
related.

P,
Developing.a respectable conceptual base is not an abstract, fAulosoplucal

exercise but a practical and useful activity. Individual car education
piograms, models, and projects should follow the leaderslu d imstrated in
the' Hoyt concept paper by developing operational goals t a volve from a \\,clear conceptual base.

Such directions have the ultimate pay-off of increasing the chances that
our programs and projects will work. 'Too often career education projects
have focused their attention to the activities themselves or innovation as an
end in itself, without: adequate consideration of alternatives, without
adequate regard for the ultimate goals and necessary conditions for success,
and without a sound conceptual foundation.

2 Career education should continue to broaden its conceptual base to the
extent that it can take intoTccount the complex relationships existing in' the
communitythe real arena where career education must succeed and survive.

A broad co&ceptual. base best provides for multiple values, alternative
approaches, crive planning, and shared responsibility. As an indication of
this direction, it would be said that career education concerns more than
public schools; educational institutions, formal education, youth, jobs, only
the employed; the world of work, economic considerations, social problems,
or more systems than business & industry.

3 In order to be most effective in reaching those who need career education
when they need it, how and where they need it, career education should
actualize and operationalize its place in the human services network. .

Just as career education has already sought to become infused into
educational experiefices in general, the same goal can apply to life,
experiences as well. It would be inapproprile to try to list all the existing
organizations and systems of which 4wr education could be an integral
part; but it may help to broaden the trtditional career education pers=bective
for readers to consider the many opportunities fqr imaginative career
education activities in the sample of systems as follow:

U.S. Employment Service
Community mental health
Nursing education
Legal aid services
Youth services bureaus
Detention homes, halfway houses
Crisis intervention and support systems
Mass media (especially public service programming)
Urban development and planning
Health Maintenance Organizations
Ministers and religious organizations
Law enforcement, juvenile probation
Children and family services.
Community education progrims
Public aid

16
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Manpower programs
Citizen action
Volunteer services
Public Health
Public administration.

4.' Career education should be a duo-directional activity.
Traditionally career education has been something deliv red by educators

to recipients. Just as the recipients of other human services are valuable allies

in the planning and implementation of programs, so too can the "service

consumers" of career education be the deliverers as well. Career educators

must be learners as well as teachers, counselors, advisors, and administrators.

By true sharing in the responsibility for dealing with common problems, all

those who work together will learn more about career education and other\

related factors in the process.
5. Career education, as 'a system, must be conceptualized las part of the

community as oneof the hunian service systems.
If this concept were actualized, we would not think in., terms of

"education" dealing with "the community". Instead, career education, as

a part ,of the community, would be dealing with other parts of the 'com-

munity and the "community" would not be considered as something "out

there":
One of the problems in moving out of this stereotype is the seemingly

4,unshakable assumption in most of the career education literature that career

education is bound within and limited to the formal school Systems. Career

education as An element of school programs has been unable to see itself as a

part of other community systems as well. "Who pays my salary" seems to set

the boundaries of our concerns. It seems to me that Freer education need

not be dependent upon the prior reform of education itself in order to move

awarfrom the formal, institutional conception of education.

6. Career education should concentrate on howsonnew mechanisms or ways

to integrate career education into the community network.

) Applying some human services concepts, career education could do much

by considering new cooperative arrangements with other human .service

::prograths, by experimenting in the sharing of personnel, redefinition of job

roles and functions allowing more human service personnel t participate in

career education and more career education personnel to part cipate in other

human service activities, and by adapting, when it is feasibl , some of the

alternative models and practices of human services to ca eer education

programs.
7. Caver.education has the potentiality of contributing to general educational

reform by demonstrating to other aspects of the formal edtication system

- that education can join the human services movement.
While there are a number of alternatives, one example will illustrate the

principle. Experimentation with noncompetitive programs projects can

help to demonstrate that the who-owns-it, turf concept of pNgrarns is not

the only alternative to effective programs.

17
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Working',collaboratively-with oiledr systems doesn't mean we want their
money to usefor;our" purposes or khat we must give them ours for "their"
purposes. Rogan,' Lean applying some of the concepts listed in this paper to
better accomplish the goals i,f both, to bring benefits to both systems aswell as tolecipients..

Such an initiativeiaas already been estabhshed at the conceptual level inthe career education conception ased as the frame of reference for thispaper. Career educat'ion is considered to be a joint effort of publiceducation and the community, where collaboration with the communitymeans something other than "asking the community to 'cooperate' in a
program basically controlled and operated by the formal education system."(Hoyt, 1974).

8. Within the subject matter of career information,.career education profes-sionals should recognize to' a greater' degree the pottntiality of human,lewices careers.
The present emphasis upon human service careers has been, for the mostpart, limited to the new careers aspects of human services and has neglected-'. the total professional human services mOvement.

9, Career education should give continuing attent to the development ofc;,. alternative models and information systems That can be comfortably,

integrated into the programs of other systems and that aim more activelyr' toward the goal of individuals helping themselves.
In order. to know how such models could be integrated into human',service systems, career educatibn professionals will need to consider these,_questions cooperatively with huMan service personnel. Information systemsthat aim toward indivIdual.independence will have to do more than supply./`information without thought to hOw the process contributes to greater,

iridekendense for the indivcdual receiving the information.
10. Career edtleation prOgrains that are integrata with other human serviceprograms should include components that will influence employment '-restrictions so that job descriptions in human services are broader andmorefl flexible. "

'One-bf the concepts' ba'sic to both career education and the human
services movement, stated earlier, is the recognition of the use of albtoaderpool- of expertise that would move away from the strict requirements
preventing the_ employment of competent persons- because they happen, riotto have been through a narrowly defined training program. ,- For example, some graduate training programi in human services. mayproiide a More highly competent graduate for human service jobs thangraduates of traditional- program$ that train students for Onspecialization
within human services (Ohenault, 1975). Caieer education, as a movement; ,can influence human service systems to, broaden job specifications' to .include as:eligible employees those who havehad the-more contemporaryhuman services graduate education.

11. Career educatibn should specify and maje more explicit 'the ways in which
its programs and activities can contribut6 to increased equal opportunity fordisadvantaged and minority groups.-

While such 2 contributio'n can be inferred from-the basic assumptions ofcareer eAu'cation,and human services and while such statements have been
18
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made, both seem not to have accented this necessary contribution in
operational ways. It should be made clear to members of these minority and

k
disadvantaged groups how career education will contribute to the improve-

.
f./ mem of inequities in present programs and practices throughOut all social

13--qems in the community.
,12. Career education should contribute its special knowled0 and skills to

\ huma services toward the common goal of improving the. quality of all
P

i human including education.
The purpose of this-monograph has been to focus upo the 'potentiality

of human services for career education, but it has been su stud 'earlier that

career education has much to offer human services. Th re are of, course,

other examples, but the following will demonstrate the p nt.

a. Career education has special knowledge in the area o wditer alienation

. and other factors that affect the quality'of the worklr's performance on

the job. Human services hat' not devoted as much lime and energy as

ircareer
education to the eff t k of the individual pelp-giver upon the

quality of services provided. -

Some relevant issues appropriate (eor collaborative planning are worker

autonomy in developing job roles aikl.funciions, worker responsibility in

improving work conditio and the quality of work, variety, importance

I:-
dattached to jobs, career adder opportunities plus means and incentives

for responding to them, interdependehce of workers and interactions,

and participatory management or shared responsibility. Career education
professionals will recognize in this series some f the more common

.

aspects of worker alienation or satisfaction.
.,

b. The major focus of most hurnan'service efforts se to have been upon
organizational and systems aspects almost' to the e usion of applying its

own principles to the individuals who provid a elp. The focus of

delivering help to "recipieets"- of human service kerns has tended to

obscure in the human services movement the plication of its own

principles to- the individual help-giver as a 'recient" of the organiza-
tion's or system's help.

.... .. ..
It is imperative that career education programs v(61.1 have to provige for,

their professionals formalized continuing and in-service education in the

field of human services.
Knowledge of human services as a field is not an extension of specialized

or doctoral training in counselor education, special education, vocational, and

other education and psychology fields. Career education programs that rely

fnerely upon common sense applications of tradiAiorjal training cannot

succeed in accomplishing professional human services: comes. . - '
s .

4*.k
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